
MYSTERY BABYLON SETS UP #11

THE KINGDOM OF THE BEAST HATH COME!!!

REV. 17:17 “For God hath put in their hearts to fulfill his will, and to agree, and give their
kingdom unto the beast, until the words of God shall be fulfilled.”

The above scripture brings to light three different forces at work:
The first force is the divine forces of good in judgment;

The second force is the forces of the kingdom of darkness, with their fruitless
dead attacks against the forces of good as they try to destroy this world;

And also, we have a third force brought by evil men who actually have no
commanding spiritual power. All they know how to do is evil against one
another.

The leading power of evil against the earth is that of the Red Horse on the side of evil which is a
dragon power and chief producer of Hatred, anger, and delusion! This Interval of Time, in
which we now currently find ourselves, does belong to the Red Horse; (Rev. 6:4,5). Here is the
dragon's mimicking version of God's divine creative power seen in Zach. 6:1-5, with which he
brought forth and created kingdom's. Unfortunately, evil's kingdom also uses this same symbol
on the side of death, seen in Rev. 6:3,4.

This Red Horse is capable of contacting man by evil mental telepathy, resulting in the
multiplying of the spirit of hate in man, especially tares or the seed of evil. This Red Horse of
death has been waiting on its Interval of Time to perform its evil operation on the mind's of
men.
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THAT INTERVAL OF TIME HAS ARRIVED!!! (ECCL: 3,8)

He attacks the saint's with death and also kills his own in the process if need be. He slaughter's
the innocent without care and does this by mental and emotional control over and through the
mind's of men at the behest of his queen, The Knowledge of Evil!

Vision of the Power of the Red Horse, by the Kingdom of Death:

“Early in the 1980’s, by HOZ, an earthquake occurred! A large dragon appeared
out of the ground and an old lady emerged from hell sweeping the pure Red
Dust of Hatred, Racism, Pride, Anger, Confusion, and Delusion into the air,
which did cover the earth!”

Here we see clearly, The Knowledge of Evil, which rides the dragon's back as in Rev. 17:7, has
ordered this release of the dragon's wrath with the absence of peace to the earth and mankind,
with the soul purpose, albeit FRUITLESS attempt to kill God's saints. All these murderous acts
shall remove the Peace, Trust, and Brotherhood from the Heart's of Men!

Night Dream of the Prophet James T. Webb:

“As I walked on the banks of an angry river there came a
GREAT RED HORSE

running towards me and its hoof beats heavy!
A pillow cloud was on its back!”

Here is GOD's RED HORSE on the side of creation! This is not the Red Horse from evil, (bringing
death and destruction); (Rev. 6:3). This is the original RED HORSE of GOD; a created spirit
power which God had made to assist him in creation, (Zach. 6:1-5)! The RED HORSE was also
used to create the blue firmament and sky. This is the RED HORSE, whom delivers PEACE and
TRANQUILITY and whom will dispel from the saint's all fears of the incoming executive
judgment of God. He has the power to INOCULATE us and turn our gray sky to blue.

Continuation of Bro. Webb's vision:

“As I walked on the bed of the river it (the RED HORSE), said, ‘I came to meet
you and to Protect you from the flood!’”(Rev. 12:15,16).

The flood mentioned here is the sodomite sea which carries all abomination's of the Great
Whore; (Rev. 17:1-5).
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Vision of the prophet continues:

“From here I saw that the RED HORSE shall Protect us in this Great Time of Trouble. I
was in the wilderness and saw a BIG RED HORSE running toward me. Being afraid of
him, I took to a tree. The HORSE vanished and there stood a man with a bow and
arrow, and he let the arrow fly, which caught me on the back of the leg, of course, it
did not hurt! The man vanished and the HORSE stood and his color changed to that of
a blue sky and blended with the blue sky!!! While the world is darkened by troubles,
the Lord shall make our skies blue and trouble free!” Amen.

THE DRAGON HAS SHOWN UP!!!

Over the last few decades, the United States as well as other governments around the world’s
military presence, have seen physical sightings of UFP’s, which were listed as:

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING PHENOMENON!

Because these sightings of phenomena were capable of maneuver's which seem to defy our
earthly logic, gravitational pulls, elements and dimensions! Also, because these sighting's were
rare, our government chose to ignore them even when reported by their own professional
pilot's. However; now because we are in the INTERVAL OF TIME which brings about spiritual
war between good and evil as in (Eccl. 3:8), the sightings are more prevalent while
demonstrating complete dominance over the skies. God has allowed us to review James T.
Webb's work and identify the reality of what these UFP's really are!!!

We hope the reader can clearly see that these UFP's are actually remnant's of the dragon
kingdom after they lost the war in heaven for the scripture stated, they were cast out and their
place was found no more!!! (Rev. 12:7,9).

Actual Event:

On July2, 2022, while visiting my son, I saw a cigar shaped object blending in
the silent night stars. Suddenly, unlike the rest of the stars, which were
perfectly still, it started to move in odd formations. I noticed that it never
turned but went in all four directions at will!

We do hold that this is the phenomenon of occurrences prophesied to come by Bro. James T.
Webb. Being the former dwelling place of the evil remnant of angelic cast offs who failed in the
war between good and evil, in which the angels which turned evil, lost their dwelling place.

Now, over the decades and centuries, the dragon's hatred against man grew hotter by the
moment! Yet, the dragon had to wait until God gave them the kingdom of the earth to rule as
their own and to prepare themselves for the final battle against God. God's intention was to
destroy evil once and for all!!!
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GOD WARNS HOZ!
Night Dream:

“I was walking through my home town, when suddenly thousands of military
soldiers dressed in all black came from every direction snatching people up! I
ran into an old building and hid!

Suddenly, the scene changed and I was in the basement of a large building.
There appeared to be a couple hundred people with me. It seemed as though
we were all applying for a job. The people running the program were handing
out job applications. When I was given an application, I noticed immediately
that it was not a job application, but a contract of some kind to sign you up to
become a part of a satanic system to serve the antichrist!!!

I stood up and exhorted the people not to sign! As I proceeded to leave, I saw
the former basketball player, The NBA GREAT.

I asked him: “Why are you here?”
His reply to me was: “Taking care of business!”

I then turned to the people and said: “This NBA GREAT is a billionaire! Why
would he need this job?...THIS IS MYSTERY BABYLON!!!”

As I left the building, I tried to talk with the people on the street to ‘No Avail’!!!”

IMAGINATION!!!
II Corinthians 10:5: “Casting down IMAGINATIONS, and every high thing that
exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every
thought to the obedience of Christ”

Ephesians 6:12, lets us know who we are fighting against. At this time the Knowledge of Evil
and the Two Horn Beast is having an all out assault on mankind through the mind. The goal is to
flood his thoughts with such filth that no good thoughts can dwell with man. Notice what was
said during the time of Noah.

Genesis 6:5: And God saw that the wickedness of man was Great in the earth, and that every
IMAGINATION of THOUGHTS in his heart was only EVIL CONTINUALLY!

Here we see that every Imagination of the Thoughts that man has is evil, for example: Hate,
Violence, Greed, Disrespect for Laws or his fellow man, just to name a few.

Let's take a look at the meaning of the word IMAGINATION:

The act or power of forming a mental image of something not present to the
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senses or never before fully perceived in reality.

So our ability to have a good thought rests with our willingness to keep GOD’S
COMMANDMENTS AND HOLY TESTIMONIES!

It has the power to help us keep God in our Imagination of Thoughts!

Example:
THE DEITY!
THE KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING OF GOD’S MYSTERIES!
BEULAH LAND AND NEW JERUSALEM, THE HOLY CITY (places prepared for

us)!!!

The people who do not have the SPIRIT within themselves, have no choice but to adhere to the
voices controlling their imagination, as we can see from the examples the Lord sent to us by
dreams. We as saint's need not fear these things in the sky or our thoughts but we must fight to
keep God in our mind. Just as the Days of Noah, everyone and everywhere 'Evil'---is solicited to
the Mind!

REMEMBER LOT'S WIFE!!! (Gen.19: 17,26)

As we look at that story, NOTHING was mentioned about Lot's Wife having any connection to
'sodomy'! Yet, when it came time to leave, that sin had attached itself to her, and she could not
leave it, therefore she turned back! Her image or imagination or thought's believed that she
was leaving something pleasant or good. So we cannot merge or let the dragon put this spirit on
us as if it is alright! I am talking about the battle that is in our mind!

Let’s give all honor, glory, and praises to the Full Throne of Almighty God, and a

special salutation to Mother Wisdom our queen, in the hour of their judgment!

HOZ and all Saint’s which stand with HOZ
07/14/2022
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